Canon EOS 5D
Mark IV DSLR
Camera with
EF 24-105mm
Lens Kit
With over 10 years of achieving perfection, Canon
introduces the next powerhouse in photography, the
Canon EOS 5D Mark IV. Boasting an all new 30.4
megapixel CMOS sensor, DCI 4K shooting and an
advanced DIG!C 6+ imaging processor and a handful of
fresh features and technologies, the 5D Mark IV
ensures that you can capture and record shots that are
a visual treat. Stunningly Detailed The Canon EOS 5D
Mark IV’s all new 30.4 megapixel CMOS sensor
ensures that your images crisp and clear. With a 61Point High Density Reticular AF II system with 41 crosstype auto focus points you can cover an expanded area
in your shots to allow for an incredible amount of
flexibility and control. Light, Dark and Inbetween
Featuring an ISO range of 100 -32000 (which is
expandable from 50 – 102400), the 5D Mark IV utilizes
improved noise processing algorithms to help improve
low light shooting. A 150,000 Pixel RGB+IR metering
sensor ensures that no matter what lighting conditions
you are shooting under, your images will be correctly
exposed. Fast, Powerful, Innovative An advanced
DIG!C 6+ imaging processor helps the 5D Mark IV
produce incredibly fast performance while retaining
intuitive operation. Coupled with a 3.2” LCD ClearView
touchscreen interface which lets you change settings,
select focus points and review images, you get a
camera that is powerful yet user friendly. A Visual Treat
With EOS Movie 4K+ Full HD video capabilities, the 5D
Mark IV enables DCI 4K video recording at up to 30
frames per second allowing you to direct stunning

professional like videos. The Mark IV also grants you
the ability to take still 8.8MP JPEG images from your 4K
videos. Don't Miss A Thing The EOS Mark IV features
the ability to continuously shoot high speed shots at up
to 7 frames per second while maintaining auto focus
performance. This means that not only will you be able
to confidently capture fast moving action, you’ll be able
to capture them in clear precise detail. Docking
Convenience The EOS 5D Mark IV comes with Wi-Fi
and NFC as standard, enabling you to easily upload
and show off your stunning shots to your favourite
social media platforms. With the Canon Camera
Connect App* you can wirelessly shoot your photos
from your compatible smartphone, allowing you to
compose, zoom in and out, focus and more.
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